
What colour eggs does a silver Appleyard duck lay What type of radiation is used in the manufacture of 
silver foil , used to wrap easter Eggs

In which country do they bring out a silver coffin on 
Good Friday

What famous Beatrix Potter character figured on the 
2020 Sterling Silver Easter Commemorative?

Which silver Faberge egg  left Russia during the 
Revolution, accompanying the Dowager Empress into 
exile.

On Easter Island what can be used to control hurricanes?

What is the world record for the number of silver 
coloured miniature horseshoes applied to a chicken 
egg

At the Silver Moon Winery in New Zealand, what is the 
most popular selling wine at Easter?

What colour is the purse that the recipients of Royal 
Maundy receives with silver maundy coins.

Where would a silver egg be valued more than a gold
Egg.

How many eggs does the silver egg cup frame made by 
Peter Archambo in 1740 hold?

What special powers would a silver egg on a chain 
bestow on the wearer

What is the name of the sugared almonds that the 
Portuguese eat to celebrate Easter on the Silver coast

What are the Silver Bunny earrings wearing?

Which silver-grey catkin bud is brought into the houses 
of Durham miners at Easter?

What kind of application could you use a Silver bunny 
for?

Which region in Romania do people wash their faces 
before going to church at Easter with water from a 
bowl where a red egg and silver coin are placed.

What is the significance of 30 pieces of silver in the Bible? 
Who was the betrayer?

Where is a silver icon of the Virgin May brought down 
to the port to bless the boats at Easter?

In 14 languages what does the word “silver” mean?

What colour legs does the Silver Sussex chicken have? Which silver feathered bird leaves coloured and chocolate 
eggs in Switzerland?

What silver furred animal brings Easter Sunday treats 
to Australian children

Which Easter animal was thought to be a witch in 
disguise and could only be killed by a silver bullet. 

Who introduced the Silver rabbit into the UK

HIGHFIELD PARK TRUST SILVER ANNIVERSARY 
EASTER EGG QUIZ

Hand in completed sheets with the anagram to the Park Office
by Monday 12th April for a chance to win a Silver Easter Egg in 
the Prize Draw 
YOUR NAME:                             TEL. No.:
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Fill in the letters from the 
silver eggs to answer the 
question below and claim 
your entry into the prize draw

Clue : What are you 
looking for?
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